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The malignant progression of gliomas involves accumulation
of genetic alterations that inactivate tumor suppressor genes
such as p53, p16, RB, and PTEN, or activate oncogenes
including the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),
CDK4, CDK6, and MDM2 genes (6, 7). EGFR gene amplification occurs frequently in gliomas, is restricted to high-grade
tumors that are usually of the de novo type and express
wild-type p53 (8), and occurs at a frequency of 40–50% of all
grade IV gliomas (9, 10). Several clinical and histopathological
studies have shown that the presence of EGFR amplification
correlates with a shorter interval to disease relapse and lower
rates of survival in patients receiving adjuvant therapies,
suggesting that it may affect responsiveness of malignant
gliomas to treatment (10). The majority of such EGFR gene
amplifications also include rearrangements (9, 11), the most
common being a genomic deletion of exons 2–7, resulting in a
mutant receptor truncated in its extracellular domain (DEGFR
or EGFRvIII) (11). This specific genetic alteration has also
been found frequently in lung and breast cancers (12, 13).
Introduction of DEGFR into the U87MG human glioma cell
line resulted in cell surface expression of a truncated receptor
having a ligand-independent, weak but constitutively active,
and unattenuated kinase and enhanced tumorigenicity in nude
mice (14), which was mediated by both an increase in proliferation and a decrease in apoptosis of tumor cells. In contrast,
overexpression of wild-type (wt) EGFR did not confer a
similar growth advantage (15, 16). Bcl-XL, an inhibitor of the
Bcl-2 family of apoptotic proteins, was up-regulated in
U87MG.DEGFR tumors, which was inversely correlated with
their reduced apoptotic rate (16). Overexpression of Bcl-XL
has been shown to confer drug resistance in some tumor cells
(17) and also to suppress activation of caspases, the cysteine
proteases that play a key role in the execution phase of
apoptosis (18).
Here we report that DEGFR expression in glioma cells
confers resistance to some commonly utilized chemotherapeutic agents. The resistance was associated with suppression of
drug-induced apoptosis, which was largely mediated by increased expression of Bcl-XL and subsequent inhibition of
caspase-3-like protease activation. These effects required constitutive signaling by DEGFR, because overexpression of kinase-deficient DEGFR (DK) or wt EGFR had no such effects.
Moreover, suppression of DEGFR enzymatic function by
specific inhibitors sensitized the cells to drug treatment. These
results suggest a new treatment strategy for glioma in which
DEGFR inhibition could be effectively combined with chemotherapy.

ABSTRACT
Alterations of the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) gene occur frequently in human malignant
gliomas. The most common of these is deletion of exons 2–7,
resulting in truncation of the extracellular domain (DEGFR
or EGFRvIII), which occurs in a large fraction of de novo
malignant gliomas (but not in progressive tumors or those
lacking p53 function) and enhances tumorigenicity, in part by
decreasing apoptosis through up-regulation of Bcl-XL. Here,
we demonstrate that the DEGFR concomitantly confers resistance to the chemotherapeutic drug cisplatin (CDDP) by
suppression of CDDP-induced apoptosis. Expression of
Bcl-XL was elevated in U87MG.DEGFR cells prior to and
during CDDP treatment, whereas it decreased considerably in
CDDP-treated parental cells. CDDP-induced activation of
caspase-3-like proteases was suppressed significantly in
U87MG.DEGFR cells. These responses were highly specific to
constitutively kinase-active DEGFR, because overexpression
of kinase-deficient DEGFR (DK) or wild-type EGFR had no
such effects. Correspondingly, DEGFR specific tyrosine kinase inhibitors reduced Bcl-XL expression and potentiated
CDDP-induced apoptosis in U87MG.DEGFR cells. Ectopic
overexpression of Bcl-XL in parental U87MG cells also resulted in suppression of both caspase activation and apoptosis
induced by CDDP. These results may have important clinical
implications for the use of CDDP in the treatment of those
malignant gliomas expressing DEGFR.
Persistent invasion of malignant glioma tumor cells into the
adjacent normal brain parenchyma renders surgical resection
incomplete and necessitates adjuvant treatments such as radiation and chemotherapy (1). However, most gliomas eventually become drug-resistant, limiting the effectiveness of
chemotherapy. A number of mechanisms may contribute to
cellular drug resistance, including reduced intracellular drug
concentrations, rapid inactivation of the drug, and increased
rate of DNA repair (2). Inhibition of apoptosis, a genetically
controlled form of cell death, may also be important for drug
resistance because the primary mechanism by which most
chemotherapeutic agents having disparate modes of action and
cellular targets induce cell death appears to be apoptosis (3).
The observations that tumors which were either deficient in
the p53 tumor suppressor gene or those in which expression of
the antiapoptotic protein Bcl-2 was elevated, were resistant to
apoptosis and showed poor response to radiotherapy and
chemotherapy (4, 5) suggest that tumor-specific genetic lesions
may bestow this property to tumor cells, resulting in a survival
advantage.

Abbreviations: EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; wt, wild
type; CDDP, cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II); TUNEL, terminal
deoxynucleotidyltransferase-mediated dUTP nick end labeling;
PARP, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells. The human glioma cell line U87MG, which expresses
a low amount of wt EGFR, and its sublines, U87MG.DEGFR,
U87MG.DK, and U87MG.wtEGFR, which overexpress
DEGFR, a kinase-deficient mutant of DEGFR (DK), and
exogenous wt EGFR, respectively, were described previously
(15). U87MG cells were transfected with either pSFFVneobcl-XL or its control vector pSFFV-neo plasmids (gifts of S. J.
Korsmeyer, Washington University, St. Louis) by using the
calcium phosphate precipitation method and selected in the
presence of 400 mgyml of G418 (GIBCOyBRL). Clones expressing high levels of Bcl-XL were used for experiments. All
cells were cultured as described (16). To determine the level
of resistance of the cells to the chemotherapeutic agents
cisplatin [cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II), CDDP], paclitaxel (Taxol), and vincristine (Sigma), in the presence or
absence of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, tyrphostins AG1478
(Calbiochem), AG1479, AG1517, and AG1536 (chemically
synthesized at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem), colonyforming efficiency assays were performed as described (19).
In Situ Terminal Deoxynucleotidyltransferase-Mediated
dUTP Nick End Labeling (TUNEL) of Apoptotic DNA Fragmentation. Apoptotic cells were detected by using TUNEL of
apoptotic DNA strand breaks as described (16).

FIG. 1. (A) Quantitation of EGFR species in cells. Western blot
analysis of expression (Lower) and autophosphorylation (Upper) of wt
EGFR ( r ) and DEGFR ( F ) in U87MG, U87MG.DEGFR,
U87MG.DK, and U87MG.wtEGFR cells grown in medium containing
10% serum. Low and similar levels of endogenous wt EGFR expression also was detected in U87MG, U87MG.DEGFR, and U87MG.DK
at longer exposures (data not shown). (B) Survival of U87MG (h),
U87MG.DEGFR (e), U87MG.DK (E), and U87MG.wtEGFR (‚)
cells in response to varying amounts of cisplatin (CDDP). Cells were
plated in triplicate 60-mm dishes and treated with medium containing
various concentrations of CDDP for 1 hr, followed by incubation with
fresh medium for 10–12 days. Numbers of colonies were counted after
Giemsa staining. Results were reproduced in four independent experiments. [Bars 5 SD (some bars are too small to be visualized).]
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Caspase Activity Assay. Protease activity was assayed as
described previously (20) with minor modifications. One unit
of protease activity was defined as the amount of enzyme
required to release 1 pmol p-nitroanilide (pNA)ymin at 37°C.
Western Blotting. Analysis was as described previously (16)
and utilized antibodies to Bcl-XL (Transduction Laboratories,
Lexington, KY), poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (C2–
10, Enzyme Systems Products, Livermore, CA), EGFR (C13)
(15), or phosphotyrosine (4G10, Upstate Biotechnology, Lake
Placid, NY).

RESULTS
DEGFR Confers CDDP Resistance in U87MG Human
Glioma Cells. Because DEGFR expression in glioma cells has
been shown to decrease the rate of apoptosis both under
serum-starved culture conditions and in implanted tumors
derived from such cells (16), we tested the sensitivity of
DEGFR-expressing glioma cells to the chemotherapeutic drug,
CDDP, a DNA-damaging agent known to induce apoptosis in
tumor cells and that often has been used in glioma therapy (21,
22). Endogenous and exogenous wt EGFR were moderately
autophosphorylated under the culture condition used (10%
serum), suggesting that wt EGFR was constantly stimulated by
ligand in the serum (Fig. 1A). Consistent with previous studies,
DEGFR was also constitutively autophosphorylated while a
kinase-deficient mutant of DEGFR (DK) was devoid of any
significant tyrosine phosphorylation (15). CDDP-treated
U87MG.DEGFR, but not U87MG.DK or U87MG.wtEGFR,
cells had a significantly higher survival rate (4.3-fold greater
IC50 value) than parental U87MG cells (Fig. 1B). This relative
resistance was also observed in mice bearing xenografts of the
various cell types when treated with CDDP (data not shown).
Similar results were obtained when cells were treated in vitro
with the new and more traditional chemotherapeutic agents
Taxol and vincristine, respectively (data not shown) (23).
U87MG.DEGFR Cells Exhibit Reduced Apoptosis upon
CDDP Treatment. To determine whether the drug resistance
observed in U87MG.DEGFR cells was associated with inhibition of drug-induced apoptosis, CDDP-treated glioma cells
were examined for the morphologic changes typical of
apoptotic cells and for DNA fragmentation. After treatment
with CDDP for 2 days, U87MG, U87MG.DK, and
U87MG.wtEGFR cells each displayed typical features of
apoptosis such as a shrunken morphology with condensed and

FIG. 2. Cells expressing DEGFR are diminished in their apoptotic
response to CDDP. Cells were seeded on coverslips and treated with
5 mgyml of CDDP for 2 days, and then TUNEL assays were performed.
The percentage of TUNEL-positive cells induced by CDDP treatment
was assessed by counting more than 400 cells per coverslip. h, U87MG;
■, U87MG.DEGFR; o, U87MG.DK; p, U87MG.wtEGFR. Values
represent means from three independent experiments, each performed in triplicate. ppp, Significantly different (P , 0.001) from the
value for the U87MG.DEGFR cells treated with CDDP. (Bars 5 SE.)
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FIG. 3. Cells expressing DEGFR have higher initial and sustained levels of Bcl-XL. Western blot analysis of Bcl-XL expression in U87MG,
U87MG.DEGFR, U87MG.DK, and U87MG.wtEGFR cells was performed after CDDP treatment. Total cell lysates were prepared at the various
time points indicated. For each sample, 20 mg of lysate protein was used. Results were reproduced in three independent experiments.

fragmented nuclei, whereas U87MG.DEGFR cells were relatively unaffected (data not shown). With regard to DNA
fragmentation, the proportion of cells that were TUNELpositive was lowest in CDDP-treated U87MG.DEGFR cells,
being more than 5-fold lower than that of CDDP-treated
U87MG, U87MG.DK, or U87MG.wtEGFR cells (all P ,
0.001, Student’s t test) (Fig. 2). In all untreated cell lines
apoptotic cells were nearly undetectable, indicating that apoptosis was induced by CDDP. Similar results were obtained in
an Annexin V binding assay for apoptosis detection (data not
shown). These results suggested that the constitutively active
and aberrant DEGFR signaling may play an inhibitory role in
the induction of apoptosis by the DNA-damaging agent,
CDDP.
Increased Expression of Bcl-XL and Inhibition of Caspase
Activation Are Associated with Suppression of CDDP-Induced
Apoptosis in U87MG.DEGFR Cells. We next investigated the
mechanism by which U87MG.DEGFR cells were more resistant than parental cells to CDDP-induced apoptosis. Because
we have shown previously the up-regulation of expression of
the anti-apoptotic Bcl-XL protein in U87MG.DEGFR cells and
tumors (16), we determined whether its expression was affected by CDDP treatment. Expression levels of Bcl-XL in

U87MG, U87MG.DK, and U87MG.wtEGFR cells were similar and were equally decreased by continuous exposure to
CDDP for more than 24 hr, whereas that in U87MG.DEGFR
cells was higher than other cells and remained unchanged
during CDDP treatment. The Bcl-XL expression levels in these
cells were inversely correlated with the proportion of cells
undergoing apoptosis, consistent with the role of Bcl-XL as an
inhibitor of cell death (Figs. 2 and 3). In contrast, the levels of
Bcl-2 and Bax, two other members of the Bcl-2 family, showed
similar basal expression in U87MG, U87MG.DK, and
U87MG.DEGFR cells; this expression decreased in each cell
type upon treatment with CDDP (data not shown).
These results suggested that activation of caspases that are
implicated in the execution phase of apoptosis and thought to
be regulated by members of Bcl-2 family including Bcl-XL (18)
may be altered in U87MG.DEGFR cells under CDDP treatment. To test this possibility, we measured caspase-3-like
protease activity by using the tetrapeptide substrate, acetylAsp-Glu-Val-Asp (Ac-DEVD)-pNA (California Peptide Research, Napa, CA), because DEVD-specific caspase-3-like
proteases play a crucial role as apoptosis executioners (18).
Basal caspase-3-like protease activity in untreated cells was
similar among all cell types (Fig. 4A), although basal Bcl-XL

FIG. 4. DEGFR expression causes reduced activation of caspase-3-like proteases in response to CDDP treatment. (A) Total cell lysates were
prepared 2 days after treatment with 5 mgyml of CDDP. Samples were assayed for protease activity by using the peptide substrate Ac-DEVD-pNA.
For inhibition of the protease activity, 10 mM Ac-DEVD-CHO was added to the reaction mixture before the addition of substrate. Cells also were
treated with the plasma membrane-soluble caspase inhibitor Z-Asp-CH2-DCB (200 mM) before and during CDDP treatment. h, U87MG; ■,
U87MG.DEGFR; o, U87MG.DK; p, U87MG.wtEGFR. Values represent the means of seven independent experiments (two for the Z-Asp-CH2DCB experiment). ppp, Significantly different (P , 0.001) from the value for U87MG.DEGFR cells treated with CDDP. (Bars 5 SE.) (B) Proteolytic
cleavage of PARP after CDDP treatment. For each sample, 20 mg total clarified protein lysate was loaded onto SDSyPAGE gels, electrophoresed,
transferred to membranes, and probed with anti-PARP mAbs. FL, full-length; CF, cleaved fragment.
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F IG . 6. Modulation of CDDP-induced apoptosis in
U87MG.DEGFR cells by various tyrphostin-type tyrosine kinase
inhibitors. (A) Reduced Bcl-XL expression upon exposure to tyrphostin AG1478. U87MG.DEGFR cells were treated with the DEGFRselective tyrphostin AG1478 (15 mM) with or without CDDP (5
mgyml), and total cell lysates were prepared. For each sample, 20 mg
lysate was used. (B) Increased apoptosis induced by combination
treatment by using DEGFR-selective tyrphostins (AG1478 or
AG1517) and CDDP. U87MG.DEGFR cells were treated with or
without 5 mgyml CDDP for 2 days in the presence of the DEGFRselective tyrphostins (AG1478 or AG1517) or the nonspecific, less
potent tyrphostins (AG1479 or AG1536) at the concentrations indicated. For control, the vehicle (dimethyl sulfoxide) was used. Apoptosis rate was determined by TUNEL assays from triplicate coverslips. Experiments were repeated independently two to three times,
with similar results.

FIG. 5. Overexpression of Bcl-XL inhibits the caspase-3-like protease activation and induction of apoptosis caused by CDDP treatment. (A) Western blot analysis showing expression levels of Bcl-XL
in U87MG Bcl-XL-overexpressing clones (Bcl-XL-6, -9, -13, -11, -12,
and -8) and empty vector-transfected clones (SFFV-2 and -5). U87MG
and U87MG.DEGFR cells were treated with 5 mgyml of CDDP for 2
days. For each sample, 20 mg total cell lysate was used. (B) Caspase3-like protease activity of the Bcl-XL-overexpressing clones 2 days
after treatment with 5 mgyml CDDP measured as described in Fig. 4A.
Values are means of two to six independent experiments. (Bars 5 SE.)
(C) Apoptosis rate of Bcl-XL-overexpressing clones 2 days after
treatment with 5 mgyml of CDDP determined by TUNEL assay.
Values represent means from two to three independent experiments
in triplicate. (Bars 5 SE.)

expression was higher in U87MG.DEGFR cells in the absence
of an apoptotic stimulus. However, 48 hr after CDDP treatment, a substantial increase of caspase-3-like protease activity
was detected in the lysates from U87MG parental cells (5.3fold more than basal activity). In contrast, activation of the
caspase activity in CDDP-treated U87MG.DEGFR cells was

diminished substantially (only 2.0-fold higher than its basal
activity), whereas the extent of caspase-3-like protease activation in U87MG.DK and U87MG.wtEGFR cells was comparable to that in parental cells (4.7- and 6.4-fold, respectively).
The absolute caspase-3-like protease activity in
U87MG.DEGFR cells after CDDP treatment was significantly
lower (P , 0.001) than that in the other cells tested. The
increased caspase activities were completely abolished by
preincubating lysates with Ac-DEVD-aldehyde (CHO)
(Bachem), a specific inhibitor of caspase-3-like protease, indicating the authenticity of the measured activity (Fig. 4A). In
addition, when treated with CDDP in the presence of a
plasma-membrane-permeable caspase-specific inhibitor,
Z-Asp-CH2-DCB (Bachem), these cells did not exhibit an
increase of caspase-3-like protease activity (Fig. 4A) and also
displayed a significant inhibition of CDDP-induced apoptosis
(data not shown). Consistent with this result, cleavage of the
116-kDa full-length PARP, a known cellular substrate of
caspase-3-like proteases, into an inactive 85-kDa fragment was
observed in U87MG, U87MG.DK, and U87MG.wtEGFR
cells at 24 hr after CDDP treatment, and the degradation
proceeded considerably by 48 hr, whereas in U87MG.DEGFR
cells the cleaved product was present at only trace levels at 48
hr (Fig. 4B). These results suggested that in U87MG.DEGFR
cells, suppression of caspase-3-like protease activation was
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involved in the resistance to CDDP-induced apoptosis and
correlated with increased expression of Bcl-XL. Furthermore,
overexpression and continuous stimulation of wt EGFR did
not elicit significant effects on CDDP-induced apoptotic cell
death, caspase activation, or Bcl-XL expression, further suggesting that these effects were a result of expression of the
tumor-derived DEGFR.
Overexpression of Bcl-XL in Parental U87MG Cells Recapitulates Suppression of both Caspase-3-Like Protease Activation and Apoptosis Induced by CDDP. Having determined
that Bcl-XL expression was associated with the CDDPresistant phenotype of U87MG.DEGFR cells, we next tested
whether Bcl-XL has a direct role in CDDP-induced apoptosis.
Parental U87MG cells were transfected with either the Bcl-XL
expression vector, pSFFVneo-bcl-XL, or its control vector,
pSFFV-neo, and stable clones overexpressing various levels of
Bcl-XL were established after G418 selection (Fig. 5A). After
CDDP treatment, U87MG.Bcl-XL clones exhibited significantly lower caspase-3-like protease activities (Fig. 5B) and
apoptosis indices (Fig. 5C) in an expression level-dependent
manner, relative to those observed in U87MG cells (P ,
0.001). The caspase activity and apoptotic index in clone-12, a
clone having Bcl-XL overexpression at a level similar to that of
U87MG.DEGFR cells, were also lower than in parental cells
after CDDP treatment, but slightly higher than those of
U87MG.DEGFR cells. Control vector transfectants
(U87MG.SFFV) did not demonstrate inhibition of apoptosis
or caspase-3-like protease activation.
The DEGFR-Selective Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor, AG1478,
Modulates CDDP-Induced Apoptosis in U87MG.DEGFR
Cells. To confirm that DEGFR confers CDDP resistance
through its signal transduction, we utilized the tyrosine kinase
inhibitor, AG1478, which has been shown to have a more than
10-fold greater specificity for inhibition of DEGFR relative to
wt EGFR (24). Treatment of U87MG.DEGFR cells with 15
mM AG1478 resulted in marked reduction of Bcl-XL expression (Fig. 6A). Their apoptosis index increased slightly after a
single continuous treatment with 15–20 mM AG1478 for 2 days
compared with that by the vehicle control, dimethyl sulfoxide.
Thus, AG1478 is unlikely to be a direct apoptotic stimulus.
Combination treatment of U87MG.DEGFR with the kinase
inhibitor, AG1478, and the apoptotic inducer, CDDP, caused
significant apoptosis in a dose-dependent and synergistic manner (P , 0.001 compared with CDDP alone) (Fig. 6B). Similar
results were obtained when the more potent DEGFR-selective
tyrphostin, AG1517, was used at the lower concentration (7.5
mM). In contrast, the nonspecific and less potent tyrphostins,
AG1479 and AG1536, had no effect on apoptosis induction in
these cells (Fig. 6B), indicating that the observed synergistic
effects likely were specific to the kinase activity of DEGFR.
CDDP-induced caspase activation in U87MG.DEGFR cells
also was enhanced by cotreatment with AG1478 or AG1517,
and the colony-forming efficiency of U87MG.DEGFR cells
treated with the CDDPyAG1478 combination was significantly less than when treated with CDDP alone (data not
shown). These results suggest that constitutively active
DEGFR signaling is responsible for Bcl-XL up-regulation and
inhibition of drug-induced apoptosis.

DISCUSSION
Resistance to chemotherapy or radiotherapy is a major obstacle for the treatment of malignant gliomas that are surgically
incurable because of their diffusely infiltrative nature. In
addition to the conventional drug-resistance mechanisms related to pharmacodynamics, suppression of apoptosis is another means of acquiring drug resistance and could be mediated by specific genetic alterations in tumor cells, such as
inactivating mutations of p53 andyor overexpression of Bcl-2
(3–5). The EGFR gene is the most frequently amplified and
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mutated oncogene observed in highly malignant gliomas,
especially of the more common de novo type, which does not
usually have p53 mutations, and here we show that overexpression of a tumor-derived mutant form of EGFR, DEGFR,
in wt p53-expressing human U87MG glioma cells results in
resistance to the chemotherapeutic drug, CDDP. Drug resistance was associated with a significant reduction in the rate of
apoptosis, which could be attributed at least partially to
DEGFR-induced, elevated Bcl-XL expression and reduced
caspase activity. Elevated levels of Bcl-XL, known to inhibit
apoptosis, were observed in U87MG.DEGFR cells before
treatment but were even more manifest after CDDP treatment. Additionally, caspase activation, a core component of
the apoptosis execution machinery, was inhibited post-CDDP
treatment in U87MG.DEGFR cells, in agreement with the
recent reports that Bcl-XL regulates caspase activation (18, 25).
These observations were highly specific to cells expressing
constitutively active DEGFR, because overexpression of the
kinase-defective form of DEGFR, DK, or wt EGFR had no
such effects, and inhibition of DEGFR kinase activity by the
tyrphostin AG1478, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor with selectivity
for DEGFR, significantly reversed these properties. Moreover,
when DEGFR was overexpressed in U373MG cells (which are
mutant for p53), no CDDP-resistance was observed.
It has been proposed that glioblastomas could be subdivided
into subsets that are characterized by distinct molecular abnormalities, particularly the status of p53 mutations and
EGFR alterations (8). Because some functions of wt p53
involve induction of apoptosis, and human cancer cells deficient for p53 have been shown to reacquire sensitivity to
CDDP by the transfer of wt p53 gene into p532y2 cells (26),
it is likely that the subset of glioblastomas with p53 mutations
or inactivation of p53 by MDM2 may fail to respond adequately
to cytotoxic drugs that induce apoptosis (27). The present
study of U87MG cells that have a wt p53 background raises the
possibility that de novo glioblastomas with wt p53 but with
EGFR alterations also could develop drug resistance. In this
regard, it will be intriguing to investigate clinical brain tumors
in terms of the relationship between their spectra of genetic
alterations and their responsiveness to chemotherapy. It will
also be worth determining whether populations of glioma cells
expressing DEGFR increase in occurrence in recurrent tumors
after chemotherapy.
Previous studies have shown that the molecular and biological effects of DEGFR on glioma tumorigenesis differ from
those of wt EGFR (15, 16). Unlike DEGFR, overexpression of
wt EGFR was unable to confer significant growth advantages
to glioma cells both in vitro and in vivo and also did not
contribute to CDDP resistance. Several lines of evidence have
suggested that enhanced expression of wt EGFR may be
associated with CDDP resistance in other tumor types (28, 29).
For example, suppression of EGFR activity by a dominant
negative EGFR construct enhanced the cytotoxic effect of
CDDP in pancreatic cancer cells (29). In contrast, activation of
EGFR by EGF has been shown to enhance sensitivity of a
variety of cancer cells to CDDP (30). Dixit et al. (31) also
showed that down-regulation of EGFR expression by antisense
RNA resulted in CDDP resistance of breast cancer cells
expressing high levels of wt EGFR, but not in those expressing
low levels. The observation that intensive stimulation of overexpressed wt EGFR in A431 cells induced apoptosis, whereas
lower levels of receptor phosphorylation stimulated proliferation (32), however, implies that the activation level of overexpressed wt EGFR may be critical for its biological consequence. Because the extent of autophosphorylation per molecule of DEGFR was only 10% of that of wt EGFR fully
activated by EGF (15), the low level of autophosphorylation of
DEGFR and its constitutive signaling may play an important
role in conferring CDDP resistance. Alternatively, DEGFR
could transduce signals through pathways different from those
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of wt EGFR, because transcriptional up-regulation of Bcl-XL
was observed only in cells overexpressing DEGFR, but not in
those overexpressing wt EGFR or DK (16). It is also possible
that DEGFR may preferentially phosphorylate tyrosine residues of molecules involved in apoptosis regulation. In this
regard, we have demonstrated that DEGFR phosphorylated
and is associated with the adaptor protein Shc (33), thus
leaving open the possibility that Shc Y239 and Y240, which
have been shown to mediate antiapoptotic signals (34), are
potential substrates of DEGFR.
Here we showed that combination treatment of
U87MG.DEGFR cells with the mutant EGFR-specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor AG1478 and CDDP synergistically
induced apoptosis. Because tumor-derived DEGFR conferred
resistance of tumor cells to drug-induced apoptosis, which was
specific to DEGFR but not to wt EGFR, it is reasonable to
consider DEGFR as a therapeutic target to enhance the
efficacy of drug treatment. It would be of benefit to render
DEGFR-positive tumor cells susceptible to treatment through
specific targeting and combination chemotherapy. Monoclonal
antibodies raised against DEGFR-specific epitopes have been
produced for potential use in imaging and for immunotoxin
delivery (35). Tyrphostin AG1478 also has been shown to
preferentially inhibit constitutive autophosphorylation of
DEGFR and growth of tumor cells expressing DEGFR (24).
We showed that treatment of U87MG.DEGFR cells with
AG1478 alone resulted in the reduction of resistance-related
Bcl-XL expression to basal levels, but was not enough to induce
apoptosis. However, tyrphostin treatment in combination with
CDDP was able to induce apoptosis synergistically and more
effectively in U87MG.DEGFR cells than was CDDP treatment
alone. These results provide a fundamental basis for the
development of combination treatments of the intractable
malignant gliomas, especially those such as the de novo type,
which express DEGFR. Similar approaches using other inhibitors that are not specific to DEGFR in combination with
chemotherapeutic agents may be useful in treatment of gliomas without this specific genetic rearrangement. This contention is supported by studies that have shown that HER-2y
erbB-2-expressing lung cancer cells have synergistic responses
to the erbB-2-specific tyrphostin, AG825, and the chemotherapeutic agents CDDP and etoposide (36).
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